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Charming Seashells
TINY AUGER HEADPINS

By Diane Woodall

B

ack in 2011, Sharon Peters was kind enough
to share her technique for making decorative
headpins on the lampwork forum, Lampwork,
Etc. Instead of making the bead directly on the end
of a wire, she makes her bead on the end of a 1/16inch mandrel, and then glues the wire into the bead
after it is annealed and cleaned.

vantage is the extra time to clean the beads and
glue in the wires, but by doing it this way you can
use sterling wires for your headpins to make them
extra special.
I have made hundreds of little auger shells with
the holes going all the way through, but I love this
method because I can make the tip of the shell
much more tapered. It was definitely worth the extra
practice it took to get used to working on the very
end of the mandrel, so please don’t give up if your
first shell isn’t a masterpiece. Mine wasn’t either,
and I’ve been making them for years.

Of course, the advantage to Sharon’s method is
that you don’t have to worry about fire scale from
placing the wire directly in the flame, and the mandrel is easier to hold onto than a wire (which must
be held with forceps or a clamp). The only disadSoda Lime Times Copyright 2017
All rights reserved
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I used stained glass to make the auger in this tutorial and for all the shells in the photo above. It is
Spectrum and it is 96 COE, making it nice and stiff and perfect for this type of delicate, sculptural work.
If you don’t have access to stained glass, Uroboros Almond is an excellent option, or you could use any
96 COE glass like Reichenbach or Gaffer. Bullseye 90 COE is also perfect for seashells.

Tools and supplies:
n

1/16-inch mandrel dipped on the end

n

Marver

n

Shaping tool (brass knife or a Corina Magic Wand, both work well)

n

Razor tool

n

Wire to make the headpins (20-gauge or 21-gauge works best)

n

Pliers

n

2-part epoxy (I like the kind that sets in 5 minutes and comes in two separate tubes)

n

Toothpicks

n

1 thin strip of stained glass (I used one that is a streaky pattern in tans and ambers)

n

1 thin stringer of pink for the throat (I used Reichenbach R-64, Opal Rose)

n

1 very thin stringer of white

n

Fine frit (size 0 or 00, Bittersweet or Golden Brown by Val Cox)
Step 1: Working on the end of a mandrel, wind on
a gather approximately ½-inch long and slightly
rounded. You can see in the photo that the gather
is wound right up to the end of the mandrel. Let the
gather firm up before proceeding to step 2.
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Step 2: Using the gather as a guide, add more
glass, this time extending the tip about ¼ inch beyond the end of the mandrel, and then immediately
marver it into a tapered point while it is still hot. Do
not add heat the top part of the gather. Here is why:
Because the bottom tip of the gather does not have
bead release to hold it on the mandrel, it will shrink
back up when heat is applied. For this reason, it
is important to marver a section at a time instead
of heating the entire gather like you do when you
make a bead.
Step 3: Heat just the very tip of the gather and marver again. Here you can see that it is quite possible
to get a nice point if you marver carefully.
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 TIP: Here is the method I use to keep the
tip of the shell from shrinking back on itself. I
apply heat to the tip of the shell only, and roll
the gather on a marver, stroking it along the
marver to help elongate it. This is important.
To keep them long and lean you must keep
the tip from getting too hot.
4

Step 4: Heat just the bottom of the shell and roll it
in fine frit.
Steps 5a and 5b: Heat just the top part of the
shell and roll it in frit, and then melt in the frit,
first on the bottom part and then on the top. After
melting in the frit on the bottom, give the tip a
little heat and reestablish the point. Aim it only at
the tip for a split second.

5a

Step 6: Because these shells are so small, I do
the shaping of the top with a knife instead of a traditional marver. First, heat a small area of the top,
one at a time, and press with the flat side of the
knife, working your way all around the bead until
the top is shaped. It will be a series of small presses instead of rolling it like you might normally do
when you marver a bead.
Step 7: After you have shaped the top angle, you
can use the shaping knife to roll the bead for the
final shaping of the top. It isn’t important how you
shape it as long as you achieve a nice shape.

5b

Step 8: Before you begin making the coils, give
the tip of the shell a tiny bit of heat and reestablish the point. I actually do this several times
while I’m making a shell. It only takes a few seconds to marver it back into a nice point, and heating the tip of the shell also helps to ensure that it
doesn’t crack.
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Step 9: To make the throat, aim heat at one spot
on the top of the shell and press firmly with a
shaping tool, creating a crease.
Step 10: Apply heat to a spot above the crease
and, using the flat side of a shaping tool, open and
flatten the area, creating a stage onto which the
throat color will be applied.
9

Step 11: This is what the shell should look like.
Step 12: Apply a few small dots of the throat color.
Step 13: Heat the area slightly and use a shaping
tool to spread the throat color. You can also put a
small crease at the inner edge of the throat to redefine the transition between the brown and pink areas.
Step 14: Once the throat color has been added, it’s
time to cut in the coils. This is fun! Start by applying
heat at the bottom of the throat and press with a razor tool to begin the coils.
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Steps 15a and 15b: Heat another spot directly
below the first and press again. Continue to heat
and press, a tiny bit at a time as you work your
way all the way around the shell. It takes many
small cuts to make the coils, but it takes a lot less
time than you would think.
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Step 16: As you near the tip of the shell, redefine
the point one last time and then complete the coils.
Let me caution you that without a mandrel inside
the tip of the shell to support it, it can be easily distorted. It is important to press very gently and only
apply enough heat to make coil, but no more.
Step 17: This is what the shell looks like. All that
is left to do now is to add the ruffled edge, which,
unfortunately, is the trickiest step of all.
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Step 18: Using a very thin stringer (the size of
dental floss), apply a curved line around the edge
of the throat, but do not melt it in. Give it a little
heat to keep it from popping off, and then flash it
in the flame one tiny bit at a time, pressing with
the razor tool to make the pattern along the edge.
Don’t try to do all of the cuts at one time, but give
the edge a split second of heat each time you
make a cut. This will ensure that you don’t ruin the
cuts you’ve just made. You don’t have to use white
for the ruffled edge. I use it as it stands out more,
but any color will work. Anneal as usual.
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Below is a photo after the shells were annealed,
and another showing a variety of shells I made using the end-of-the-mandrel technique. All of these
were made with strips of stained glass.
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After annealing, remove the shell from the mandrel
and clean all the bead release from the hole. Let it
dry thoroughly.
The following is a short tutorial on how to turn
these little shells into headpins that you can use
for charms or earrings.
19
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Assembling the Headpins
To assemble the headpins you will need pieces
of wire at least 2 inches long. Sharon Peters uses
20-gauge sterling silver wire and cuts the wire 4
inches long. Her customers love the longer length,
but you can cut the wire whatever length works
best for you. The pieces I cut are 2¼ inches to 2½
inches long and I used 21-gauge wire because
that is what I had on hand.

headpins at a time, and I agree. By the time you
complete 3-5 of them, the epoxy is getting hard
and you need to mix another batch.
Using a toothpick, put some epoxy into the hole
and dip the end of the wire into the epoxy, too.
Push the wire into the hole, using pliers if it is too
tight to do by hand.

Don’t worry if some glue oozes out. This is normal.
Just clean it up with another toothpick. Try to center the wire in the hole as best you can and set the
headpin aside for the epoxy to harden. Although it
hardens quickly, it isn’t fully cured for 24 hours.
Once the headpins are fully cured, you can use
them to make cute earrings by simply bending
them into ear wires, trimming the excess, and filing
the rough ends of the wires. You can also wire the
headpins as drops on a necklace or bracelet. You
are only limited by your imagination.

Bend each wire about ¼ inch from the end and
squeeze it with pliers so that it will fit into the hole
in the shell. The bend in the wire helps the epoxy
to hold on better. Sharon is a genius!

Thank you Sharon Peters for sharing your technique with us! You warned us that making these little headpins is addictive, and you made a believer
out of me!
Once all the wires are cut and bent, mix a small
amount of Epoxy on a piece of aluminum foil. I like
to use the 2-part epoxy that sets in five minutes
and comes in two separate tubes. It is easier to
handle and you can mix very tiny batches. Sharon
recommends that you mix only enough for a few
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glass cutter, simply score lightly, marking the line
where the cut will be. The score mark is faint and
hard to see in the photo. It isn’t necessary to press
hard to make the score marks. I like to make several score lines and cut more than one strip at a
time. Don’t worry if the score lines aren’t perfectly
straight. For beads, it doesn’t matter. Strips from
¼ inch to ½ inch are best for making beads.

After you have scored the glass,
use running pliers to break the
glass along the score lines.
Running pliers have a guide on
the top that can be aligned with
the score mark on the glass.
Simply align the guide on the
running pliers with the score
line and squeeze. The glass will
break along the score line. It
couldn’t be easier. Be very careful with stained glass strips as
they are sharp.

A word about the glass
I used for this project:
You can make these little shells from any kind of
glass, but I like the results I get from 96 COE or 90
COE glass. It is stiffer than 104 COE, thus it holds
its shape better. Just a little too much heat can
cause 104 COE glass to lose its crisp edges, but
the strips of Spectrum stained glass I use to make
my little seashells are quite stiff and they really
hold up well to the heat. As you can see from the
photo above, some even have natural striations
which are perfect for seashells.
To make beads from stained glass, first make sure
all of the stained glass you plan to use for one
bead is the same COE. When in doubt, use only
one color for your beads, perhaps adding a little
frit for surface decoration. Spectrum stained glass
is about 96 COE, making it compatible with most
furnace glass frit. I do not encase stained glass
unless I have tested it for compatibility first. To
cut the sheets of glass into strips, you will need a
glass cutter and a pair of running pliers. Using the
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